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ADMINISTRATION
Guy Johnson, Superintendent 594-3451 ext.300
Chris Long, MS/HS Principal 594-3452 ext. 302
Teresa Johnson, Elem. Principal 594-3453 ext. 303

MEETINGS
The Board of Education meets the second Monday 
of every month in the Library.  All regular meetings 
begin at 5:45 p.m.  Agendas are available in the 
Superintendent’s office on the Friday before any 
meeting. The Garretson Gazette publishes the 
minutes of each meeting.       
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School Calendar Extended Due to Cancellations
submitted by Mr. Guy Johnson, Supt.

Are we finished with “snow days” yet? I think I’m not alone in reporting that I am all the way ready for 
spring! This year, the Garretson School District had more snow days than our “normal” number. We had 
six days where school was cancelled due to the weather.

People often times ask me at this time of year how the requirements for attendance work with the State 
Department of Education. School attendance requirements are actually set in state law. SDCL 13-26-1 
sets out that students in grades 1-5 need to have at least 875 hours of instruction (excluding passing 
time, recess, lunch and other breaks) and students in grade 6-12 need to have at least 962.5 hours 
of instruction for a legitimate “school year.” Once those basic requirements are set, the District School 
Board sets the calendar. In the Garretson School District, the Board normally adopts the next year’s 
school calendar at the March or April regular board meeting.

In the Garretson School District, we make up all snow days beyond the first two. That means that we 
will be extending the school year by four days this year. At this point (assuming that we do not have 
another cancellation due to weather), that puts the last day of school on May 23. Teachers will report 
for an inservice day on May 24.

May 3

8:00 Check In Time
8:15-9:00 Parent Meeting ~ Library

8:15-1:00 ~ 2019-2020 Kindergartners 
experience a day in the classroom



First Grade is ready for...
submitted by Mrs. Julie Hersom

Spelling words using our -

Phonetic skills we've learned.

Reading and retelling stories

Involved learning about the Animal Kingdom

Numbers and Place Value to 120

Going on a Field Trip to the Children's Museum April 24!!

Fourth Grade News
submitted by Mrs. Liz Etrheim & Mr. Francis Ruml

The fourth grade students have been working really hard on their state research project in Social 
Studies. This activity will take a great deal of effort and we will spend several weeks to complete 
them. Students will research the geography of their state, state symbols, different attractions and any 
interesting facts and people. They will be using a variety of different resources to help them find their 
information from looking through books and websites. Students will also mail the state tourism office 
to request information, brochures and any other information they can give. The students will create an 
Imovie to show what they have learned.

In Science, we are covering internal and external structures of plants and animals. The students are 
creating an Imovie presentation on an animal of their choice. They will start off with researching their 
animal learning about environment, habitat, predators, internal/external structures etc. Our goal with 
this presentation is to explain how this animal can grow, survive and reproduce within its environment. 
After life science we will be moving into physical science.

New Techniques in Ceramics
submitted by Mrs. Linsay Granberg

 Ceramic students are currently working on a new technique called Sgraffito which is defined as 
“decoration by cutting away parts of a surface layer to expose a different colored ground.” This technique 
has become a more popular (and relatively easy) technique to 
use so I thought our students should try it out.
 Sgraffito is done on leather hard clay, as the top layer is 
much easier to scratch off. Basically, you scratch through in 
our case underglaze that they paint on to reveal the clay body 
beneath. Sgraffito originated from Italy. The work sgraffito is 
derived from the Italian word graffiare meaning ‘to scratch,’ the 
technique began around the 15th century. Sgraffito played an 
important part in Rome during the Renaissance period and was 
frequently used by famous artist Caravaggio and his partner 
Maturino da Firenze. Both of the artist were contemporaries of 
Raphael and part of his workshop. Our students created tiles 
out of clay, then let dry to leather hard and had some fun with 
animal portraits. I think they turned out really well.



High School Math
submitted by Mr. Jason Bohl

Geometry:  The students have just begun a Chapter dealing with coordinate Geometry.  They are 
learning to analyze figures on the coordinate plane using slope, midpoint, and distance.  Students will 
also develop equations of circles and parabolas and use them to solve problems.

Algebra II:  The Algebra II students are just finishing up a chapter dealing with exponential and logarithmic 
functions.  Students will interpret key features of exponential functions represented by graphs, tables, 
and equations.  They are also learning to use logarithms to express the solutions to exponential models 
and they learned to solve exponential and logarithmic equations.

Algebra I:  The Freshmen are in the middle of a chapter dealing with exponents 
and exponential functions.  They are learning how to simplify expressions 
involving exponents given the rules that apply.  

Remember that if your student needs extra help, I am available before school 
ever day or they may use ICU to ask questions.   My door is always open.

High School English
submitted by Mr. Tim Hughes

Hi everyone! My classroom as been crazy with both juniors and freshmen reading their class novels 
and working around Mother Nature and Old’ Man Winter’s cruel joke of a winter!

The junior class read Alice Walker’s, “The Color Purple.” A coming of age story about Celie, an African 
American woman, who has to overcome many hardships to find herself. Along with reading the novel, 
students wrote first person journals through the eyes of a character of their choice from the novel and 
completed quizzes over each reading.

This novel offers students the opportunity to view life through several prisms including those of: Mr.____/
Albert, Shug Avery, Sofia, Squeak and Harpo. Each character has to overcome their own obstacles in 
a world full of them. In the end, each finds a way to rise above it all!

The freshmen class read the Harper Lee classic, “To Kill a Mockingbird.” This timeless piece of literature 
is told through the eyes of Scout, a 6-year-old girl as the story begins, and her view of the biggest trial to 
ever come to Maycomb, AL. She tells the story of her father, Atticus, a lawyer chosen to represent Tom 
Robinson at trial and the vitriol that he, her brother Jem and others feel for being on the “other side” of 
public opinion.

Students journaled, discussed or completed other work pertaining to the novel after every reading. In 
doing so, students were able to build a greater understanding of each character and what they meant 
to the community.

It was enjoyable to see eyes light up, minds in thought and different emotions come to the forefront as 
each student, in his or her own way, connected with their particular novel. It was a true testament to 
what a good book can bring to the reader!

I hope everyone has a wonderful “Spring” and that the warm sun begins to become the norm for all of 
us!



Speech and Language
submitted by Mrs. Amy Thompson

Does your child sound the same as other children his/her age? This is the articulation (sound) 
development chart that is used in the Garretson School District.  If you feel your child is behind in their 
expressive language (what they communicate), receptive language (what they understand), or in their 
articulation development, call the elementary at 594-3452 option 2, or email me at Amy.Thompson@
k12.sd.us and we can set up a screening!

Developmental Articulation Norms
Table Used by the Garretson School District

This is the age when typically developing children acquire their sounds.
________________________________________________

                 DELAY
 /p/…90% of children have acquired this sound by age 3 years             3.5 years
 /m/…90% of children have acquired this sound by age 3 years                3.5 years
 /h/…90% of children have acquired this sound by age 3 years              3.5 years
 /n/…90% of children have acquired this sound by age 3 years                     3.5 years
 /w/…90% of children have acquired this sound by age 3 years                    3.5 years

_________________________________________________
                 DELAY
 /b/…90% of children have acquired this sound by age 4 years                  4.5 years
 /k/…90% of children have acquired this sound by age 4 years                  4.5 years
 /g/…90% of children have acquired this sound by age 4 years             4.5 years
 /d/…90% of children have acquired this sound by age 4 years                     4.5 years
 /f/…90% of children have acquired this sound by age 4 years                      4.5 years
 /y/…90% of children have acquired this sound by age 4 years                      4.5 years

_________________________________________________
                 DELAY
 /t/…90% of children have acquired this sound by age 5 years                 5.5 years
 /ing/…90% of children have acquired this sound by age 5 years               5.5 years
 /v/…90% of children have acquired this sound by age 5 years              5.5 years

___________________________________________________
                 DELAY
 /l/…90% of children have acquired this sound by age 7 years                  7.5 years
 /s/…90% of children have acquired this sound by age 7 years              7.5 years
 /z/…90% of children have acquired this sound by age 7 years                      7.5 years
 /sh/…90% of children have acquired this sound by age 7 years                    7.5 years
 /ch/...90% of children have acquired this sound by age 7 years   7.5 years
 /j/...90% of children have acquired this sound by age 7 years    7.5 years
 /l/ blends…90% of children have acquired this sound by age 7 years          7.5 years
 /th voiced/…90% of children have acquired this sound by age 7 years    7.5 years

_____________________________________________________
                  DELAY
 /r/…90% of children have acquired this sound by age 7.5 years               8.0 years
 /r/ blends…90% of children have acquired this sound by age 7.5 years       8.0 years
 /s/ blends…90% of children have acquired this sound by age 7.5 years      8.0 years
 /th unvoiced/…90% of children have acquired this sound by age 7.5 years   8.0 years



Musical Notes
submitted by Mrs. Erika Brown, K-12 Vocal Music

In March, we celebrated ways in which MUSIC can benefit our school as a whole and individually for 
students. Here are some facts about the benefits of music education:

• Children who start studying music early in life learn languages more quickly. They develop more 
complex vocabularies, a better understanding of grammar, and have higher verbal IQs. If you have 
a younger sibling at home, sing to them every day!

• Playing music improves your short-term memory. Reading music increases your processing speed 
and reasoning abilities. These abilities spread to all non-musical realms helping you remember 
more content from speeches, lectures, and other soundtracks.

• After analyzing brain scans of musicians ages 6 through 18, researchers found tremendous 
thickening of the cortex of the brain which is responsible for anxiety management and emotional 
control. So, music can improve your mental health and emotional well-being.

• Playing music in an ensemble requires teamwork. Each individual must pay attention to the whole 
group to ensure everyone is playing with the same tempo, the dynamics are balanced, and the 
harmonies are in tune. Students who participate in music must learn to work together and this builds 
upon their individual social skills.

• Students in a music ensemble are less likely to abuse substances over their lifetime, including 
drugs, alcohol, and tobacco

Don’t miss our upcoming music events!

• April 24th: HS Band and Choir Large Group Contest in Harrisburg
• April 25th: 6-12 Band Concert, 7PM
• May 2nd: PK-5 Vocal Concert and 5th grade Band, 7PM
• May 14th: 6-12 Vocal Concert, 7PM

Physical Education
submitted by Mr. Dave Mudder

With all of the snow melting and hopefully the ground starts to dry up its that time to start thinking about 
bats, balls, gloves. The Big Leagues are starting to get into full swing and the season will be here before 
we know it.

The K-5 elementary classes have been working on batting and fielding skills related to baseball and 
softball. We use wiffle balls and plastic bats for our Spring training in the gym. We spend a lot of time 
batting off of tees and fundamentals of hitting a ball. We also have been focusing on the fielding skills 
and what it takes to catch the the ball or stop the ball in a standing position. All classes have been 
batting off the tees so they can focus on a ball thats not moving. We will then progress into different 
games involving all the fundamentals that we have done.

Going along with this the Garretson Ball Association has forms out for Tball, softball, and baseball. I 
encourage the students to sign up and get registered for the season which 
is not too far away.

My High school classes are into March Madness with some 1 on 1 basketball 
games going on in Lifetime Sports. My Fitness for Life is finishing up soccer 
and getting ready to get into badminton and other net games. Hopefully we 
can bring on Spring and get outside for activities!



Thoughts From MS Language Arts
submitted by Mrs. Kari Stoltenberg

“Whew! Yes, that’s right. I’m trying to write this using appropriate parts of speech and correct punctuation 
and grammar. I want to make a good impression on whomever may be reading this.”

My students hear similar advice from me all the time. That’s one reason both 6th & 7th grade classes 
spend time each day working on grammar use and writing conventions. Even though using punctuation 
incorrectly may not be life-threatening, it can cause amusement or even embarrassment.

“We’re going to learn to cut and paste kids!” versus “We’re going to learn to cut and paste, kids!” 
Commas certainly do make a difference (TP, March 2016).

Here’s one that always gets a chuckle from the class: “Let’s eat grandpa” versus “Let’s eat, Grandpa”. 
Maybe punctuation can potentially save lives (TP, March 2016).

Here’s another favorite example from The Transcription People.com that an English professor used 
in his college class to emphasize the importance punctuation has on the meaning of a sentence. “A 
woman without her man is nothing.” All of the males in the class wrote: “A woman, without her man, 
is nothing.” All the females in the class wrote: “A woman, without her, man is nothing.” Punctuation is 
powerful (TP, March 2016).

This same source found that for many modern employers, poor spelling and punctuation received on 
job applications is a source of constant frustration.

I want my students to have the opportunity to make the best impressions, write the best scholarship 
essays, and compete for any job they would like.

It’s hard sometimes to explain to students why they need to learn certain skills, but the 8th graders are 
now putting these same skills to use. They recently completed a research project on a topic of their 
choice. One of the requirements of the project was to write a three-page essay reporting their findings 
and connecting those to their thesis statement in a persuasive manner. Another piece of the project 
was to prepare a presentation of their research to give to their class. They’ve seen first-hand how 
important these skills are in both written and verbal communication.

MS Social Studies
submitted by Mr. Tony Johnson

 The 8th grade U.S. History class has been slowly making their way towards the Civil War and 
learning about all of the complicated political history of the 1800’s. Since our class only runs through 
Reconstruction (the years after the Civil War), we have been able to look at many of these topics more 
in depth. We’ve also seen how certain figures (like our old buddy Henry Clay) have come up repeatedly 
and for different reasons. Very soon we will finally be getting to the election of Lincoln and how it led to 
Civil War.
 In 7th grade Geography, we have been continuing our tour of the world. We just wrapped up a unit 
where we combined North Africa and Southwest Asia, as well as discussing why those two are often 
considered to be the same region. Towards the end of the unit, we spent a great deal of time discussing 
why we hear about places like Syria, Iraq, Israel, and Afghanistan so often in the news. Needless to say, 
it is often a very complicated story with several different perspectives!
 The 6th graders’ World History class is now moving into the era that many call “Early Modern”. One 
of the big themes that we will be examining is globalization. This already started by looking at Japanese, 
Mongol, Chinese, and Korean dynasties and how they affected one another. We also learned that 
Europe didn’t have all of the famous explorers! In the coming weeks, we will be looking at European 
explorers and building on things that we’ve all learned in the past about people like Columbus and Magellan.



Conversations About School
submitted by Mrs. Karla Godbey, Title I

When you think of parent involvement, do you picture moms and dads volunteering in classrooms? 
That’s one way to help----but research shows that supporting your child’s education at home is even 
more important. Here are conversation starters that will help you stay involved.

“Let’s see what you brought home.”
Look at completed work to find out what your youngster is learning and how well he/she is doing. You 
could comment on his/her math work or social studies project, for instance. (“You know a lot about our 
state’s history!”) Also, respond to notes from his/her teacher, and sign his/her weekly folder or daily 
planner if required.

“Show me what you have for homework.”
It’s your child’s job to do his/her homework, but you play a role, too. Make sure he/she knows what 
he/she is supposed to do by having him/her explain the assignment to you. After he/she finishes the 
homework, glance over the work to see that it’s complete.

“Describe a book you enjoyed today.”
This gives you an idea of what your youngster prefers to read. Then, build a daily reading habit by 
asking what he/she would like to read tonight. Encourage his/her reading and listening skills by reading 
aloud to him/her and letting him/her read to you.

“Tell me what you learned that you’d like to know more about.”
Use interests as jumping-off points for activities to share. If your child likes geometry, you might hunt 
for shapes together. If he/she is fascinated by how animals adapt to winter, go to the library to research 
the subject or to the zoo to see live animals.

After School Questions
Asking “How was school today?” might not get you far. Instead, ask questions like these for a better 
picture of your youngster’s day:
* “What’s the coolest thing that happened? What wasn’t so cool?”
* “Pretend you are the teacher. How would you describe the day?”
* “What made you laugh?”
* “What was the most creative thing you did?”
* “How were you kind or helpful today? How was someone kind or helpful to you?”

Taken from Home & School Connection 2017 Resources for Educators, a division of CCH Incorporated

Yearbooks just $30!
Order online at ybpay.

lifetouch.com
or talk to Mrs. Buchholz

Books will be delivered in the fall
#BlueDragons



High School English
submitted by Mrs. Kelsey Buchholz

Seniors are eager for these final two months of school. They are inundated with other thoughts such 
as senior project presentations, prom, and graduation. I am doing my best to keep them busy and 
engaged in class through exciting discussions, novels, and writings. My AP Seniors are preparing for 
their AP test at the beginning of May. We just finished up poetry and will be transitioning to novels like 
Lord of the Flies and Pride and Prejudice shortly. Whereas, my British Literature seniors are in the 
midst of the mystery unit. We just finished Murder on the Orient Express by Agatha Christie and are 
now moving onto a Sherlock Holmes novel by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.

Preparation has been key for my speech students. We have been working on persuasive speeches 
lately including an advertisement speech where they have to create and sell a product. We are moving 
on to informal debates before switching gears for demonstration speeches. The biggest struggle is 
finding information to support their persuasive ideas and not just rely on the “because I think so” 
mentality.

Research papers are in the works for the sophomores. We continue to work on sentence structure 
through clause identification and integration. Writing comes as a nice break between readings, they just 
finished lit circles and will be reading Julius Caesar to cap off the year.

In Journalism students went on a field trip to KSFY to see journalism in action. They continue to publish 
weekly issues and cover content that drives conversation in the hallways. They have improved so much 
as writers this year, it’s very impressive.

Now that fourth quarter is here, we are all getting eager to have the warm weather consistently but 
are working on finishing this year strong.

Good luck (students, parents, and staff) with the remainder of the year. We are all excited for the nice 
weather and final months of the 2018-2019 school year for one reason or another!



2nd Grade Field Trip

10:00 Golf at 
Flandreau

Bookmobile

5:45 School Board 
Meeting

6:45 PTO Meeting

4:00 JH Track at 
West Central 

4:00 Track at 
Hartford: West Central 
Invitational

3:30 JH Track at 
Home

12:00 JH Golf at Sioux 
Valley 

12:00 Golf at Home: 
Garretson Early Bird 
Quad 

3:00 Track at Salem: 
Fighting Cougar Invite

Easter Sunday

NO SCHOOL
Good Friday

2:00 One Act Play

9:00 Golf at Dells: 
Dell Rapids St. Mary’s 
Invite

11:00 JH Golf at 
Howard

3:00 Danielson Track 
Relays at Salem

3:45 JH Track at 
Beresford 

3rd Grade Field Trip

7:00 6th-12th Grade 
Band Concert

4th Grade Field Trip 

9:00 Jesse James Golf 
Invite at Home

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Friday SaturdayThursday

11:00 JH Golf at Home

3:30 JH Track at 
Chester

7:00 Academic 
Awards Night

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27

28

NO SCHOOL
Easter Monday

4:00 JH Track at 
Flandreau: Flandreau 
Invitational

9:30 Jesse James 
Track Meet at Home

7:30 Grand March in 
the New Gym 

29

        FFA State Convention at Brookings

         
      
             K-5 Music Program May 2  Kindergarten Round Up, May 3rd     
             FFA Banquet, May 7th                       Last Day of School May 23rd, 1:30 Dismissal
             Drivers Education, May 28th-31st   Last Day of Preschool, May 17th     
                               

GRADUATION, MAY 19 at 1:00

10:00 SD Golf Classic 
at Mitchell

10:00 JH Golf at 
Chester

3:45 JH Track at 
Tri-Valley

10:00 Golf at Chester

4:00 Track at 
Beresford

Kindergarten & 1st Grade 
Field Trip

HS Music Large Group 
Contest at Harrisburg

9:30 Tom Main Track 
Invite at Chester

1:30 Early 
Dismissal: Teacher 

Inservice 

30

5th Grade Field Trip

9:00 Baltic Golf Invite 
at Renner

3:00 Track at Baltic

Spring Pictures


